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A James Beard Award–winning field guide to artisan salts, with profiles of 80 varieties and 50
recipes that showcase the versatile ingredient. In Salted, Bitterman traces the mineral’s history,
from humankind’s first salty bite to its use in modern industry to the resurgent interest in artisan
salts. Featuring more than 50 recipes that showcase this versatile and marvelous ingredient,
Salted also includes a field guide to artisan salts profiling 80 varieties and exploring their
dazzling characters, unique stories, production methods, and uses in cooking; plus a quick-
reference guide covering over 150 salts.Salting is one of the more ingrained habits in cooking,
and according to Bitterman, all habits need to be questioned. He challenges you to think
creatively about salting, promising that by understanding and mastering the principles behind it—
and becoming familiar with the primary types of artisanal salts available—you will be better
equipped to get the best results for your individual cooking style and personal taste. Whether
he’s detailing the glistening staccato crunch of fleur de sel harvested from millennia-old Celtic
saltmaking settlements in France or the brooding sizzle of forgotten rock salts transported by the
Tauregs across the Sahara, Bitterman’s mission is to encourage us to explore the dazzling world
of salt beyond the iodized curtain.Mark Bitterman is a man truly possessed by salt. As
“selmelier” at The Meadow, the internationally recognized artisan-product boutique, Bitterman
explains the promise and allure of salt to thousands of visitors from across the country who flock
to his showstopping collection. “Salt can be a revelation,” he urges, “no food is more potent,
more nutritionally essential, more universal, or more ancient. No other food displays salt’s
crystalline beauty, is as varied, or as storied.”Winner – 2011 James Beard Cookbook Award –
Reference & Scholarship CategoryIACP Cookbook Award Finalist in two categories

“This illustrated volume changed the way I cook.”—Newsday, 2010“As the FDA considers lower
salt standards for Americans, salt has never been a hotter chef's ingredient. This is part
cookbook (Roasted Peaches in Bourbon Syrup with Smoked Salt), part salt tract (positing "Five
Rules of Strategic Salting)," part reference tome.”—Cooking Light, Favorite Cookbooks,
2010“This book isn't really a cookbook, not in the recipe-driven sense of the word. It's more of a
user guide, and an inspiring one at that. From the lively introduction, in which Bitterman recounts
his first experience with sea salt, to the geeky chapters on the history and science of the stuff, to
the slim selection of recipes broken into categories like "brining," "curing," "salt crust" and
"cooking on salt blocks," this book is aimed at inspiring and educating people on the virtues of
natural salt.”—Portland Oregonian, Best of 2010, 12/21/10“Flipping through the stellar new
Salted: A Manifesto on the World's Most Essential Mineral With Recipes, we are reminded that
the world is made up of so much more than fleur de sel. You could buy a bottle of $15 tequila to
gift along with the book, but you get the sense author Mark Bitterman would consider that a



margarita sacrilege on par with using kosher salt ("a battery-operated puppy with no hair, trying
to comfort you with its soulless antics"). After all, you're handing over a book written by a man
who uses sel gris, three full cups of the pricey French salt, in his preserved lemons recipe.”—LA
Weekly, Squid Ink blog, Top 10 Cookbook And Drink Gift Pairings, 12/14/10“My pick for personal
favorite of the season is Salted: A Manifesto on the World’s Most Essential Mineral, with Recipes
by Mark Bitterman, which I’ve enthusiastically blurbed. My reverence for salt is bettered only by
Bitterman’s who s...From Publishers WeeklyBitterman explains that his love of salt began after
eating a sublime steak at a relais on a trip to France. After learning about the cooking method
and cut of meat, Bitterman concluded it was the "hefty nuggets of opalescent salt" that were
responsible for his unforgettable meal, and he set out to meet the family of salt makers
responsible. After opening an artisanal-product boutique with his wife, which includes a
showcase of salts, Bitterman takes on the role of official "selmelier." In this entertaining and well-
researched volume, he profiles 80 varieties of artisan salts, along with a quick reference guide to
more than 150 salts for an easy-to-understand crash course on salt. The text-heavy though
beautifully photographed title covers the history of salt and all things related. Recipes round out
the work, and although pedestrian dishes such as hamburgers, potato chips, and sauerkraut are
included, beginners may be intimidated by sophisticated selections like roasted marrowbones
with sel gris; salt crust–roasted partridge with figs and chocolate-balsamic syrup; and jal jeer (an
Indian lemonade). An informative and easy-to-follow "Cooking on Salt" chapter just may have
the more adventurous home cooks and the DIY crowd running out for their very own Himalayan
salt block. (Oct.) (c)Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All
rights reserved. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by
permission. All rights reserved.Discovery: The Salt RoadAt twenty years of age, I made the
discovery that would change my life forever. I was somewhere in the middle of a very long,
unstructured motorcycle trip across Europe, wandering from Wales to Slovenia, Vatican City to
Denmark. My philosophy was that I should ride slowly, soaking up the scenery and stopping to
look more closely at whatever caught my eye—a strange-looking tree, or a cow that approached
the fence, or a toothless man. I’d maybe open a can of sardines and dump them on the crust of
yesterday’s bread, cut a tomato on top, and stare at whatever was there to be stared at. Some of
the time I would camp alone, but often enough I would strike up a conversation and find myself
at 3 A.M. drinking red wine from a barrel at the toothless man’s cousin’s ex-wife’s vineyard,
snacking on fried olives made by the ex-wife’s attractive but mean-looking daughter.When I
made my discovery, I was motoring along on the picturesque D836 road from Paris to Le Havre.
In the mood to splurge, I began looking for a relais—the French equivalent of an American truck
stop, offering traditional food at affordable prices. Unlike the United States, where chain
restaurants now dominate the roadside, France still has a good number of relais that exist as
distinctive local enterprises. They buy local ingredients, cook specialty regional dishes, and
serve them with locally made wines and spirits; thanks to them it is still possible to eat your way
across the thousands of miles of French highways experiencing the country’s dozens of



traditional regional cuisines.I rode for some time in search of a relais. Finally I asked a woman
walking along the side of the road with a basket of beets under her arm. She pointed me in the
right direction and minutes later I was seated at a nondescript relais drinking a glass of thin,
crisp red wine and waiting for my steak. The steak was superb. Firm in texture, like a fresh peach.
With every bite the flavor evolved—from mild and sweet to something deeper and richer. The
world floated away. I was one of Odysseus’ oarsmen devouring the sacred cattle of Helios.
Mythic.Transported, I asked the waiter how they made the steak. This, evidently, was not a very
intelligent question—his response was to return to the kitchen.I took a few more bites and tried
again to engage the waiter, hoping to appealto his pride.Our conversation went something like
this: “Wow, this is the best steak I’ve ever eaten in my entire life, ever.”“I am glad.”“Um, how is this
steak made?”“It is a steak, Monsieur.”“Yes, but it is really good steak.”“Excellent.”“Um, so why is
it so good?”“Monsieur, it is a steak that has been grilled.”“Where did you get the steak?”“It is
from Michel-Paul’s farm.”“Michel-Paul?”“Yes, a man who raises cows.”“Um, okay. So what
else?”“It is steak, from a cow. It is cooked with the grill, and seasoned with the salt.” Aha! I looked
at the steak more carefully. Hefty nuggets of opalescent salt were scattered across the surface,
glistening in little wells of steak juice, each crystal a fractured composite of smaller crystals,
within which were finer crystals yet.“Where did you get that salt?” I demanded.“That, Monsieur,
is salt from Guérande. The owner’s brother is a salt maker. This is the family’s salt. They have
made salt for hundreds of years in the traditional way.”And there it was. By dumb luck and a
simple appreciation for a steak, I had discovered the heart of the restaurant, its connections to
neighbors, family, and ancestral ways of life.After lunch, I called my friends in Le Havre from the
pay phone at the back of the restaurant and told them I would not be able to make it that day.
Instead, I rode off, fast now, gunning it toward the Brittany coast with the waiter’s directions to
find the salt maker.This experience was one of several that shaped my love and respect for food.
I was beginning to understand that all ingredients matter—a lot—and that, in virtually everything
we eat, major revelations await the curious. Salt! Who would have thought?Over the next
decades, I discovered that there are multitudes of salts in the world, that their forms are legion,
and that the ways to use them are infinite. A sense of never-ending possibility has fueled my
interest and frustrated my comprehension. For years after my great roadside discovery, my
outlook on salt could have been summed up as, “Wow.” Yet over time my observations and
thoughts—and my many conversations with salt makers and cooks—have coalesced into a
greater understanding. From salt makers, I have learned how the most elusive and fleeting
nuances of weather, ocean, land, and tradition are adamantine facts of the craft. Cooks have
showed me how salting can become a portal into a more vital and personal connection to food.
Both, in their own ways, are searching for truths as surely as any philosopher.During that first
long tour, and many subsequent ones, I picked up every imaginable type of food, from live eels
to moldy cheese, but it was the salt that started to accumulate. Bags of salt would be tossed in
cartons with journals, old pants, and spare motorcycle parts and secreted away. The collection
was highly personal from the start. But over time it became more than that. Settling down with a



family gave the salts space to breathe, and gave me even more time to research and cook with
them. Old boxes were unpacked. Cupboards filled. Gradually the essence of my life took
physical form: a lifelong pursuit of food and travel, curated in salt.Setting Up Camp: The
MeadowI had always thought of my wife, Jennifer, as an art historian. She had worked at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Getty, and the Frick Collection and was now the director of a
major art gallery in Portland. So I was surprised when she said one day that she wanted to quit
her job and open a retail shop: “I want to surround myself with the things I love most.”What to
make of that? My mind raced over the possibilities: Omelet pans? Lotion? Scratched LPs? Old
Manolo Blahnik shoes? Paperbacks by Thomas Mann? Cups? Half-filled photo albums?
Burgundy? Antique mirrors? Books on Tai Chi? Mint? Jennifer is not an easy woman to
categorize. All I could think of to say was, “Well, okay, I guess. Do you think we could find a spot
for our salt in there somewhere?”I drove out to inspect the spot she had selected. Located at the
back of a courtyard on an obscure street in an even more obscure neighborhood in Portland,
Oregon, was a small storefront painted in dark purples, blues, and greens. It had track lighting
that hung down at the perfect height to shine directly into your eyes, creating the effect of staring
into headlights as you enter a tunnel.Perfect.I spent the next five weeks painting, building
shelves from old-growth Douglas fir reclaimed from demolished warehouses, designing and
installing lighting, and buying jars for salt—meshing the realities of hidden nails and splintered
wood with Jennifer’s glowing mental image. We piled the newly built shelves and tables with
buckets of fresh flowers, vintage vases, and jars of salt and hung the walls with a series of
incredibly beautiful nudes drawn in Conté crayon, charcoal, and watercolor by a local artist.
Then we invited all our friends over for a party, and opened our doors to the public.Strangely,
people were interested in our salt.At the core of our business is an interest in sharing the
excitement and pleasure of discovery. There are virtually no written signs in the store because
we consider it our job to learn about our customers’ needs, then educate them in person about
what we have to offer based on what we’ve learned. Packaging, no matter how well intentioned
or smartly conceived, does a very poor job of conversing with a customer. Plus, talking to people
about food inspires a degree of candor that normally takes several martinis to produce. Within
the space of an hour I may talk with a chef about problems he’s having selling the owner on his
passion for squid ceviche; with a tourist who is hungry for an intelligible and convenient way to
make cottage cheese and peaches taste better; and with a neighbor who is surprising her
husband with cassoulet for dinner. This experience doesn’t get old with repetition because it
never really repeats. When a visitor enters the store and says, “Oh! Salt?” I hear surprise,
curiosity, and a tinge of something else—a bond being formed. It feels like we’re suddenly alone
together, stranded in a strange space, trying to recapture something just beyond our reach,
something like a déjà vu; and suddenly I have to try consciously to maintain an air of calm, cool
collectedness. But—holding a pile of salt in my hands before a small crowd of people in The
Meadow, surrounded by tables overflowing with seasonal flowers, opposite the chocolate
shelves, flanked by a massive case bearing unusual wines, aperitifs, Champagnes, vermouths,



bitters, and tonics, with a towering wall filled with more than a hundred artisan salts at my back—
I sometimes begin literally to tremble.Salt: The Food that Time ForgotFor thousands of years we
have been making salt from the sea or finding it in the land, and the world’s thousands of
regional cuisines have evolved in concert with the availability and character of regionally made
salts. For most of human existence, salt has been scarce in the extreme, difficult to transport,
and of dramatically varying quality. Salt was, literally, a treasure, and everyone everywhere who
could make it would. Yet salt making was a challenging, physically demanding, risky job
requiring the participation of an entire community. The salts that resulted were unique, each
bearing a mineral and crystalline imprint of the elemental and human forces that wrought it. Salt
was a natural, whole food, intimately tied to a place and a way of life.When industrial methods of
manufacturing and transporting salt emerged out of the technology and trade boom of the mid-
nineteenth century, the uniqueness of salt began to be lost. Salt is now standardized, found
mostly in three or four variously-colored, rather hefty cardboard boxes in the middle of
supermarkets so vast that potato chips and cat food have whole aisles to themselves. Salt has a
small slice of a shelf, and the salts on that shelf are all variations of the two basic refined salts
produced by giant chemical companies: vacuum pan salt and industrial sea salt. Over the last
century, salt has become commonplace. Most people have come to consume it routinely and
indiscriminately, while paradoxically they have stopped thinking about it much at all.That has
begun to change. The organic food movement that has swept much of the Western world since
the 1980s has caused us to think more about how our food is produced: What is the
environmental cost of producing and transporting food? How are we treating food plants and
animals? How are we treating farmers? What is the nutritional value of our food? All of these
ideas and a host of others cannot be contained in the single concept, “health food.” They have
spilled over, and many people are now engaged in a far-reaching dialogue with their eating
habits. All of this has helped shape and inspire a modern version of what might have been the
first epicurean question mankind ever asked: What tastes best, and how can I make it taste
better?Thanks to an increasingly sophisticated understanding of how to use salt well in cooking,
its use today is expanding into foods formerly off limits. For example, fleur de sel caramels are
sold in virtually every gourmet food store in the Western world. The combination has won over
sweet-eaters and savory-eaters alike. Rare is the person who, after tasting salt in caramel,
prefers it without. (The delicious—if less universally enjoyed—combination of salt and chocolate
is also gaining popularity.) Salted caramel originated, or at least was perfected, in Brittany,
where fleur de sel—one of the beautiful, artisan-made salts produced in the region—is sprinkled
into the caramel in such a way as to keep the salt crystals from dissolving. If the salt were simply
dissolved in cream before being combined with the burnt sugar, its deeper power would be lost.
Instead of just salting to season, such salting is inspired by the salt itself—crystals, minerals,
moisture, even the salt’s own name—to result in a food that is greater than the sum of its parts.
This subtle difference marks a shift toward thinking of salt as a strategic ingredient. Cooks are
asking questions: What do you want salt to achieve for the dish? What salt will do this job best?



How shall the salt be used?In this environment, all-natural salts are staging an extraordinary
comeback. While it might be an exaggeration to generalize that artisan salt makers are regaining
ground lost to industrial salt manufacturers, there are actually scattered small communities or
regions where artisan salt making is reviving. It’s possible again to find a variety of hand-crafted
salts.My Methodology: Choosing the SaltsVirtually every region in the world makes salt, and
most have been doing so since before recorded history. But the vast majority of saltworks that
produced salt over the last hundreds and thousands of years are now gone, first falling victim to
the industrialization of food production in general and salt production in particular, and then
suffering a dramatic demotion in importance as the standardization of salt eliminated any
regional character of the salt. Salt manufacturing was subsumed by the industrial-chemical
machinery driving the modern global economy. It is a commonly held belief that the advent of
refrigeration has replaced salting as a major way to preserve food, but we are in fact more
dependent on salt now than ever.The bounty of artisan salts available in North American,
European, and Asian markets today is the result of a variety of forces, not least of which is an
interest in reconnecting with our culinary and cultural heritage. Most of the artisan salts we find
on the shelves of our favorite stores are themselves products of a desire among individuals,
communities, and governments to find purpose in old ways. For example, the hugely popular
salts produced in the Guérande region of France were on the brink of disappearing altogether
before the region revived itself through a series of shrewd business and marketing initiatives
(page 28). Guérande now serves as a model for salt makers everywhere hoping to save or
revive their own salt-making traditions.Tea, wine, and spices are traded through highly
developed channels by sophisticated, well-financed merchants. Artisan salt, on the other hand,
sits mostly in obscurity, with few telling its story. Salt makers are far-flung artisans and are not, as
a group, equipped to communicate internationally. Thus many of the most ancient, authentic,
fascinating, and delicious salts of the world are, at present, nearly impossible to find for all but
the most experienced researchers and adventurous travelers.The salts discussed in this book
reflect this pull between popularity and obscurity, importance and intrigue. I’ve made every effort
to insure that the commonly available salt brands, the major salt-making techniques, and the
best-traveled and most interesting salt-making regions are covered. But because these salts
only tell part of the story, I also spend considerable time with salts that are difficult or impossible
to buy outside of their local markets. Each of these salts has its charm, its history, its secrets.
Even if you never eat them, knowing about them can give you a richer appreciation of those
artisan salts that do find their way to your table.In some cases, I will withhold the name or exact
location of a salt maker to preserve proprietary information granted to me in confidence by an
importer or exporter. In other cases, I might not be able to disclose some information for my own
professional reasons. More often than not, I have thrown caution to the wind and shared my
secrets, putting the best interests of the salt maker and you, the reader, first. --This text refers to
an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorMark Bitterman is selmelier of The Meadow,
in Portland, Oregon, and New York City, which specializes in salt, chocolate, specialty foods,



and flowers. He is a leading expert on artisan-made salt and his clientele spans chefs from top
restaurants around the country, high-end food manufacturers, specialty retailers, as well as
thousands of visitors. He has been recognized as a Local Food Hero by Cooking Light and a
Tastemaker in Food & Wine, and his presentations on salt have garnered national broadcast
coverage. Mark lives in Portland, Oregon. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.Read more
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Copyright © 2010 by Mark BittermanLocation and salt macro photographs copyright © 2010 by
Mark BittermanFood photographs copyright © 2010 by Jennifer MartinéThe following material is
reprinted with permission:Stone cutters 1.1 and 1.2 in Pakistan, courtesy of Maqbool
BhattiMaras salt fields, courtesy of Leslie TritesCamargue salt works, courtesy of Mathieu
Ginodagehama-shiki salt making, courtesy of Okunoto Endenmuradrawing of Guérande solar
salt ponds, courtesy of Jill Davies, adapted from oeilletdeguerande.comMaldon Salt Company,
courtesy of Maldon Salt CompanySalt pan floor 1.1 and 1.2, courtesy of Lennie DiCarloAll rights
reserved.Published in the United States by Ten Speed Press, an imprint of the Crown Publishing
Group, a division of Random House, Inc., New York.Ten Speed Press and the Ten Speed Press
colophon are registered trademarks of Random House, Inc.Library of Congress Cataloging-in-
Publication DataBitterman, Mark.Salted : a manifesto on the world’s most essential mineral, with
recipes / Mark Bitterman ;photography by Mark Bitterman and Jennifer Martin?.p. cm.Summary:
“An authoritative field guide to an indispensable and increasingly fashionableingredient--
featuring 80 salt profiles, a reference guide with 160 salts, and more than 50recipes--written by
the country’s top purveyor of artisanal salts”-- Provided by publisher.Includes index.1. Salt. 2.
Cooking. I. Title.TX819.S32B58 2010641.6--dc222010021043v4.1aContentsCOVERTITLE
PAGECOPYRIGHTDEDICATIONACKNOWLEDGMENTSDISCOVERY: THE SALT ROADTHE
LIFE OF SALTHISTORY: FIRST BITE SCIENCE: MIND, BODY, SALT, OCEAN CRAFT:
ARTISAN SALTMAKINGSALT GUIDETHE TAXONOMY OF SALT SALT REFERENCE
GUIDESALTINGSALTING STRATEGICALLY UNCOOKED CURING GRILLING BRINING
ROASTING FRYING BOILING BAKING SALT CRUST COOKING ON SALT BLOCKS
SAUCING CONFECTIONERY DRINKSRESOURCESINDEXTO MY
MOTHERAcknowledgmentsMy fantasy of sitting in a garret in Paris, smoking Gitane cigarettes
and writing this book in monkish seclusion was not destined to be fulfilled. Instead of self-
reliance and solitude, this book was born from the support of a huge network of amazing people.
Above all, this book would not have been possible without Jennifer, whose eye for honesty has
forced me to live and think more truly, and whose creative genius made a business out of our
shared passions. Thanks to my boys Austin (ravenous appetite and gourmet tastes) and Hugo
(enthusiastic cook and fiery collaborator) for being such good sports, and for insisting that even
when I’m most distracted I can, indeed, wrestle.Thanks to the rest of my family as well. To my
mother, Jill, for not caging me as a child, and for backing me as a writer no matter how unruly
that writing often was, and to my father, Howard, for his passion for eating—rivaled only by his
passion for talking about it. Thanks to my brother, Aaron, for persisting in the idea that food is the
most important thing in the universe; to my sister, Jennifer, for always laughing at my stories; and
to my brother Shem for his encouragement and example as a writer.A debt of gratitude to my
dear friend Andy Schloss, who is as tough as he is brilliant, and whose generosity seems always
to exceed my ability to abuse it. Loving thanks to my agent and friend Lisa Ekus for her high-
octane inspiration and excellent whisky. Special thanks to my preposterously dedicated research
assistant Evan Messinger. A very special thanks to the staff of The Meadow, who has tolerated



my all-too-frequent absences from the business and my less-than-angelic temperament when I
was not absent. Eternal gratitude to the crew at Ten Speed Press, and to my superb editor
Melissa Moore and inspired designer Betsy Stromberg in particular.Discovery: The Salt
RoadThere may be those who seek not gold, yet there never lived a man who desires not salt. —
Secretary to the Ostrogothic King of Italy (528 CE)At twenty years of age, I made the discovery
that would change my life forever. I was somewhere in the middle of a very long, unstructured
motorcycle trip across Europe, wandering from Wales to Slovenia, Vatican City to Denmark. My
philosophy was that I should ride slowly, soaking up the scenery and stopping to look more
closely at whatever caught my eye—a strange-looking tree, or a cow that approached the fence,
or a toothless man. I’d maybe open a can of sardines and dump them on the crust of yesterday’s
bread, cut a tomato on top, and stare at whatever was there to be stared at. Some of the time I
would camp alone, but often enough I would strike up a conversation and find myself at 3 A.M.
drinking red wine from a barrel at the toothless man’s cousin’s ex-wife’s vineyard, snacking on
fried olives made by the ex-wife’s attractive but mean-looking daughter.When I made my
discovery, I was motoring along on the picturesque D836 road from Paris to Le Havre. In the
mood to splurge, I began looking for a relais—the French equivalent of an American truck stop,
offering traditional food at affordable prices. Unlike the United States, where chain restaurants
now dominate the roadside, France still has a good number of relais that exist as distinctive local
enterprises. They buy local ingredients, cook specialty regional dishes, and serve them with
locally made wines and spirits; thanks to them it is still possible to eat your way across the
thousands of miles of French highways experiencing the country’s dozens of traditional regional
cuisines.I rode for some time in search of a relais. Finally I asked a woman walking along the
side of the road with a basket of beets under her arm. She pointed me in the right direction and
minutes later I was seated at a nondescript relais drinking a glass of thin, crisp red wine and
waiting for my steak.The steak was superb. Firm in texture, like a fresh peach. With every bite the
flavor evolved—from mild and sweet to something deeper and richer. The world floated away. I
was one of Odysseus’ oarsmen devouring the sacred cattle of Helios. Mythic.Transported, I
asked the waiter how they made the steak. This, evidently, was not a very intelligent question—
his response was to return to the kitchen. I took a few more bites and tried again to engage the
waiter, hoping to appeal to his pride.Our conversation went something like this:“Wow, this is the
best steak I’ve ever eaten in my entire life, ever.”“I am glad.”“Um, how is this steak made?”“It is a
steak, Monsieur.”“Yes, but it is really good steak.”“Excellent.”“Um, so why is it so
good?”“Monsieur, it is a steak that has been grilled.”“Where did you get the steak?”“It is from
Michel-Paul’s farm.”“Michel-Paul?”“Yes, a man who raises cows.”“Um, okay. So what else?”“It is
steak, from a cow. It is cooked with the grill, and seasoned with the salt.”Aha! I looked at the
steak more carefully. Hefty nuggets of opalescent salt were scattered across the surface,
glistening in little wells of steak juice, each crystal a fractured composite of smaller crystals,
within which were finer crystals yet.“Where did you get that salt?” I demanded.“That, Monsieur,
is salt from Guérande. The owner’s brother is a salt maker. This is the family’s salt. They have



made salt for hundreds of years in the traditional way.”And there it was. By dumb luck and a
simple appreciation for a steak, I had discovered the heart of the restaurant, its connections to
neighbors, family, and ancestral ways of life.After lunch, I called my friends in Le Havre from the
pay phone at the back of the restaurant and told them I would not be able to make it that day.
Instead, I rode off, fast now, gunning it toward the Brittany coast with the waiter’s directions to
find the salt maker.This experience was one of several that shaped my love and respect for food.
I was beginning to understand that all ingredients matter—a lot—and that, in virtually everything
we eat, major revelations await the curious. Salt! Who would have thought?Over the next
decades, I discovered that there are multitudes of salts in the world, that their forms are legion,
and that the ways to use them are infinite. A sense of never-ending possibility has fueled my
interest and frustrated my comprehension. For years after my great roadside discovery, my
outlook on salt could have been summed up as, “Wow.” Yet over time my observations and
thoughts—and my many conversations with salt makers and cooks—have coalesced into a
greater understanding. From salt makers, I have learned how the most elusive and fleeting
nuances of weather, ocean, land, and tradition are adamantine facts of the craft. Cooks have
showed me how salting can become a portal into a more vital and personal connection to food.
Both, in their own ways, are searching for truths as surely as any philosopher.During that first
long tour, and many subsequent ones, I picked up every imaginable type of food, from live eels
to moldy cheese, but it was the salt that started to accumulate. Bags of salt would be tossed in
cartons with journals, old pants, and spare motorcycle parts and secreted away. The collection
was highly personal from the start. But over time it became more than that. Settling down with a
family gave the salts space to breathe, and gave me even more time to research and cook with
them. Old boxes were unpacked. Cupboards filled. Gradually the essence of my life took
physical form: a lifelong pursuit of food and travel, curated in salt.SETTING UP CAMP: THE
MEADOWI had always thought of my wife, Jennifer, as an art historian. She had worked at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Getty, and the Frick Collection and was now the director of a
major art gallery in Portland. So I was surprised when she said one day that she wanted to quit
her job and open a retail shop: “I want to surround myself with the things I love most.”What to
make of that? My mind raced over the possibilities: Omelet pans? Lotion? Scratched LPs? Old
Manolo Blahnik shoes? Paperbacks by Thomas Mann? Cups? Half-filled photo albums?
Burgundy? Antique mirrors? Books on Tai Chi? Mint? Jennifer is not an easy woman to
categorize. All I could think of to say was, “Well, okay, I guess. Do you think we could find a spot
for our salt in there somewhere?”I drove out to inspect the spot she had selected. Located at the
back of a courtyard on an obscure street in an even more obscure neighborhood in Portland,
Oregon, was a small storefront painted in dark purples, blues, and greens. It had track lighting
that hung down at the perfect height to shine directly into your eyes, creating the effect of staring
into headlights as you enter a tunnel.Perfect.I spent the next five weeks painting, building
shelves from old-growth Douglas fir reclaimed from demolished warehouses, designing and
installing lighting, and buying jars for salt—meshing the realities of hidden nails and splintered



wood with Jennifer’s glowing mental image. We piled the newly built shelves and tables with
buckets of fresh flowers, vintage vases, and jars of salt and hung the walls with a series of
incredibly beautiful nudes drawn in Conté crayon, charcoal, and watercolor by a local artist.
Then we invited all our friends over for a party, and opened our doors to the public.Strangely,
people were interested in our salt.At the core of our business is an interest in sharing the
excitement and pleasure of discovery. There are virtually no written signs in the store because
we consider it our job to learn about our customers’ needs, then educate them in person about
what we have to offer based on what we’ve learned. Packaging, no matter how well intentioned
or smartly conceived, does a very poor job of conversing with a customer. Plus, talking to people
about food inspires a degree of candor that normally takes several martinis to produce. Within
the space of an hour I may talk with a chef about problems he’s having selling the owner on his
passion for squid ceviche; with a tourist who is hungry for an intelligible and convenient way to
make cottage cheese and peaches taste better; and with a neighbor who is surprising her
husband with cassoulet for dinner.This experience doesn’t get old with repetition because it
never really repeats. When a visitor enters the store and says, “Oh! Salt?” I hear surprise,
curiosity, and a tinge of something else—a bond being formed. It feels like we’re suddenly alone
together, stranded in a strange space, trying to recapture something just beyond our reach,
something like a déjà vu; and suddenly I have to try consciously to maintain an air of calm, cool
collectedness. But—holding a pile of salt in my hands before a small crowd of people in The
Meadow, surrounded by tables overflowing with seasonal flowers, opposite the chocolate
shelves, flanked by a massive case bearing unusual wines, aperitifs, Champagnes, vermouths,
bitters, and tonics, with a towering wall filled with more than a hundred artisan salts at my back—
I sometimes begin literally to tremble.SALT: THE FOOD THAT TIME FORGOTFor thousands of
years we have been making salt from the sea or finding it in the land, and the world’s thousands
of regional cuisines have evolved in concert with the availability and character of regionally
made salts. For most of human existence, salt has been scarce in the extreme, difficult to
transport, and of dramatically varying quality. Salt was, literally, a treasure, and everyone
everywhere who could make it would. Yet salt making was a challenging, physically demanding,
risky job requiring the participation of an entire community. The salts that resulted were unique,
each bearing a mineral and crystalline imprint of the elemental and human forces that wrought it.
Salt was a natural, whole food, intimately tied to a place and a way of life.When industrial
methods of manufacturing and transporting salt emerged out of the technology and trade boom
of the mid-nineteenth century, the uniqueness of salt began to be lost. Salt is now standardized,
found mostly in three or four variously-colored, rather hefty cardboard boxes in the middle of
supermarkets so vast that potato chips and cat food have whole aisles to themselves. Salt has a
small slice of a shelf, and the salts on that shelf are all variations of the two basic refined salts
produced by giant chemical companies: vacuum pan salt and industrial sea salt. Over the last
century, salt has become commonplace. Most people have come to consume it routinely and
indiscriminately, while paradoxically they have stopped thinking about it much at all.That has



begun to change. The organic food movement that has swept much of the Western world since
the 1980s has caused us to think more about how our food is produced: What is the
environmental cost of producing and transporting food? How are we treating food plants and
animals? How are we treating farmers? What is the nutritional value of our food? All of these
ideas and a host of others cannot be contained in the single concept, “health food.” They have
spilled over, and many people are now engaged in a far-reaching dialogue with their eating
habits. All of this has helped shape and inspire a modern version of what might have been the
first epicurean question mankind ever asked: What tastes best, and how can I make it taste
better?Thanks to an increasingly sophisticated understanding of how to use salt well in cooking,
its use today is expanding into foods formerly off limits. For example, fleur de sel caramels are
sold in virtually every gourmet food store in the Western world. The combination has won over
sweet-eaters and savory-eaters alike. Rare is the person who, after tasting salt in caramel,
prefers it without. (The delicious—if less universally enjoyed—combination of salt and chocolate
is also gaining popularity.) Salted caramel originated, or at least was perfected, in Brittany,
where fleur de sel—one of the beautiful, artisan-made salts produced in the region—is sprinkled
into the caramel in such a way as to keep the salt crystals from dissolving. If the salt were simply
dissolved in cream before being combined with the burnt sugar, its deeper power would be lost.
Instead of just salting to season, such salting is inspired by the salt itself—crystals, minerals,
moisture, even the salt’s own name—to result in a food that is greater than the sum of its parts.
This subtle difference marks a shift toward thinking of salt as a strategic ingredient. Cooks are
asking questions: What do you want salt to achieve for the dish? What salt will do this job best?
How shall the salt be used?In this environment, all-natural salts are staging an extraordinary
comeback. While it might be an exaggeration to generalize that artisan salt makers are regaining
ground lost to industrial salt manufacturers, there are actually scattered small communities or
regions where artisan salt making is reviving. It’s possible again to find a variety of hand-crafted
salts.MY METHODOLOGY: CHOOSING THE SALTSI believe in miracles / Where’re you from, /
you sexy thing. —The RamonesVirtually every region in the world makes salt, and most have
been doing so since before recorded history. But the vast majority of saltworks that produced
salt over the last hundreds and thousands of years are now gone, first falling victim to the
industrialization of food production in general and salt production in particular, and then suffering
a dramatic demotion in importance as the standardization of salt eliminated any regional
character of the salt. Salt manufacturing was subsumed by the industrial-chemical machinery
driving the modern global economy. It is a commonly held belief that the advent of refrigeration
has replaced salting as a major way to preserve food, but we are in fact more dependent on salt
now than ever.The bounty of artisan salts available in North American, European, and Asian
markets today is the result of a variety of forces, not least of which is an interest in reconnecting
with our culinary and cultural heritage. Most of the artisan salts we find on the shelves of our
favorite stores are themselves products of a desire among individuals, communities, and
governments to find purpose in old ways. For example, the hugely popular salts produced in the



Guérande region of France were on the brink of disappearing altogether before the region
revived itself through a series of shrewd business and marketing initiatives, as discussed in
Return of the Artisans. Guérande now serves as a model for salt makers everywhere hoping to
save or revive their own salt-making traditions.Tea, wine, and spices are traded through highly
developed channels by sophisticated, well-financed merchants. Artisan salt, on the other hand,
sits mostly in obscurity, with few telling its story. Salt makers are far-flung artisans and are not, as
a group, equipped to communicate internationally. Thus many of the most ancient, authentic,
fascinating, and delicious salts of the world are, at present, nearly impossible to find for all but
the most experienced researchers and adventurous travelers.The salts discussed in this book
reflect this pull between popularity and obscurity, importance and intrigue. I’ve made every effort
to insure that the commonly available salt brands, the major salt-making techniques, and the
best-traveled and most interesting salt-making regions are covered. But because these salts
only tell part of the story, I also spend considerable time with salts that are difficult or impossible
to buy outside of their local markets. Each of these salts has its charm, its history, its secrets.
Even if you never eat them, knowing about them can give you a richer appreciation of those
artisan salts that do find their way to your table.In some cases, I will withhold the name or exact
location of a salt maker to preserve proprietary information granted to me in confidence by an
importer or exporter. In other cases, I might not be able to disclose some information for my own
professional reasons. More often than not, I have thrown caution to the wind and shared my
secrets, putting the best interests of the salt maker and you, the reader, first.THE SALT
MANIFESTO: HONOR THY SALTEverything should be made as simple as possible, but not
simpler. —Albert EinsteinCuisine is characterized by a tension between two forces: technique
and ingredient. Mastery of the culinary arts is a mastery of craft. On the other hand, all good
cooks embrace the age-old concept of “honor the animal” and “honor the vegetable,” meaning
use your ingredients fully and respectfully. Culinary trends can lean more toward one side or the
other, but technique and ingredient are inextricably linked. Technical skill works at the behest of
making the most out of the ingredient, while great ingredients provide a lush palate with which to
craft a meal.We eat lots of things: animals, plants, fungi, bacteria. Salt is the only mineral we eat.
Its international intrigue comes from the fact that it can be used to improve the flavor of all the
others, and that it does more to enhance those flavors than any other ingredient. It is the only
universal ingredient, and it is the most potent one. Yet salt in its own right can be as distinctive as
any plant or animal. More so, in fact. There is no variety of plant or breed of animal that has been
cultivated as food for as long, in as many places, and in as many ways as salt. It is not only the
only universal food, it is the most varied. Honoring salt is not only important for understanding
the bounty of nature, it is vital to the understanding of cooking and eating.Using salts with
character and integrity awakens us to the full potential of the ingredient. Salting mindfully, and
with a basic understanding of a salt’s properties and behavior, will lead inescapably to better
nutrition and better tasting food. Master salt, and virtually every food will shine in a new
light.There are five good reasons to think independently and critically about salting:1.Salting is



one of the more ingrained habits in cooking, and all habits need to be questioned.2.In
understanding and mastering the principles behind salting, you become better equipped to get
the best results for your individual cooking style, personal tastes, and unique nutritional
needs.3.At the least, appreciating the distinctive qualities of salt inspires clarity and distinction in
our cooking. At best, appreciating them unleashes an elemental force in our diverse culinary
traditions.4.The risk is low and the payoff is high. No matter how pricy the salt you choose, it will
likely be the least expensive ingredient in your dish—and if it comes off right, it will catapult the
food’s flavor into the stratosphere.5.Using all-natural artisan salts is fun, easy, and satisfying on
many levels. Once you start using artisan salts, you will never go back to refined salt.The
mission of this book is to make you think differently about salt and empower you to make food
that is better in every way. My hope is to instill an appreciation for salt, to make salt more
accessible, and to inspire cooking that benefits from taking advantage of the relationship of
natural salts to all the other ingredients we eat. The book sets forth a categorization of salts that
brings order to the multitude of salts out there and gives everyone from eaters to chefs—even
salt makers—a framework for understanding and appreciating the salts of the world, and then
using them to their greatest effect.This book does not approach this challenge with a totally
detached perspective. I believe salt awakens us to our senses and our instincts like no other
edible substance. I believe it connects us to our environment and our traditions like no other
substance of any kind. If we grant these suppositions—or maybe just allow them for the sake of
argument—we open ourselves up to some ideas that may seem bold or extreme, but that are
also fun and empowering. Here are the major assertions that inform this book:1.Salt is the single
most important ingredient in cooking and the single most powerful tool for improving the flavor of
food.2.No two salts are the same, any more than two varieties of mushroom are the
same.3.Some things do not belong in our food supply. Industrial salts like cheap sea salt, kosher
salt, and table salt are products that few people want in their kitchens if they understand and
face up to how they are made.4.There is no equating industrial salt with artisan salt. Artisan salts
are better than industrial salts. Think of industrial salt as you would think of open-heart surgery:
use it only if your life depends on it.5.Buying good salt can change the world by supporting
traditional economies that preserve ecologically and culturally valuable resources. Buying
standardized salt issuing from a handful of industrial suppliers supports one part of a globalized
chemical industry.6.Salt is not bad for you. On the contrary, it is very good for you. It is right and
proper to use as much salt as you want so long as you are the one salting your food.Honoring
salt and using it well begins with a glimpse at the cultural and economic centrality of salt. It then
explores salt’s natural complexity and the artisanship behind it. With this in hand, we need a
vocabulary and unifying framework for appreciating all kinds of salt from all parts of the world.
Last, we can look at a variety of approaches, some traditional and some novel, to using salt in
the ways that best suit you. An appreciation for salt—traditionally made salt in particular—
changes our world for the better, leading to better tasting food, more empowered consumers,
healthier populations, more sustainable food production, preserved natural environments, and a



restored sense of belonging.Salt is the prism through which the ingredients, dishes, and people
of the world can be experienced in all their fullness and variety. Sprinkle the parchment-fine
flakes of Maldon sea salt on homegrown butter leaf lettuce dressed in a shallot vinaigrette, and
you will experience a chlorophyll dynamo that strums at the very heart of nature. Let fall dark
crystals of Cyprus black flake salt on medallions of seared pork and plantains and you will feel
the turgid rush of Incan discovery. Grind smoked salt on hand-churned ice cream and you will
trade in your house for an igloo. Salt sates the alchemist’s desire, transmuting food to
fantasy.HISTORY: FIRST BITEWith all thine offerings thou shalt offer salt. —Leviticus
2:13Imagine that first person. Driven from the safety of her clan by the pangs of a sharp and
terrible hunger, she takes the forbidden path. She pricks her ears for the sound of a panther
stalking from behind, but hears only her own hushed breathing. Her bare feet slip occasionally
on the moss that grows on the damp roots and fallen trees. But then she hears a soft roar ahead
—not of an animal but of something else.… Suddenly she emerges from the jungle shadows into
the fierce open light of the seashore. She shields her eyes for a moment with her hand, allowing
the bright water to take shape before her, then quickly negotiates the jagged rocks to the water,
mindful of the sharp pavement of barnacles under her bare feet. At the water’s edge she glances
over her shoulder once again to be sure she hasn’t been pursued, then plunges, her golden
form rippling through the cool, clear water, then vanishing. Clouds reflecting on the surface of the
water scatter into a million points of light for a moment, then ripple back into focus. All is quiet
beneath the surge of the tide. Then she surfaces, swims easily to the rocky shore, and climbs
out. Salivating in anticipation, she cuts a piece of abalone from its pearly dome with a shard of
broken shell and is about to eat when she spies a crust of white crystals sparkling at the bottom
of an evaporated pool by her side.Her mind races.She has tasted this stuff before, licking at the
silver lacework evaporated from her own perspiration after running through the tall savanna
grasses. She knows its intimacy with her body, having tasted it in the blood licked from a
scraped knee. She knows it from the waters through which she just swam. She reaches over and
rubs the chunk of abalone in the salt, and bites.We were innovative foragers, opportunistic in the
extreme, relentlessly tasting everything in the environment to evaluate its nutritional potential;
salting was something altogether new, perhaps the first seasoning ever applied, and by
definition the most potent one. The food historian Felipe Fernández-Armesto said culture begins
when the raw gets cooked because it is cooking that brings us together. But really, why would it
not have started eons before the taming of fire, with that first primal cuisine, raw but wonderfully
seasoned.The first salt intentionally eaten with food would have startled the taste of even the
most salt-jaded modern eater: raw seawater, rich in chlorine, sodium, magnesium, calcium,
sulfur, carbon, potassium, bromine, and about seventy-five other minerals evaporated down to a
dazzling white crust in the nook of a rocky tide pool. The crystals would have been flakey and
brittle, dissolving instantly in an ionic explosion of bold, bitter pungency.The first salted food may
well have catalyzed the first great dietary revolution—the shift from eating whatever could be
easily found to imagining ways to make food taste better. We started to mix flavors, sandwiching



different ingredients together before biting. We boiled seeds, leaves, and nuts in salt water to
leach out bitterness, soaked meats in brine or rubbed them with salt to tenderize, and stoked a
fire to soften fibrous roots or sinewy meat.THE NOMAD AND THE FIGHeaven knows, a civilized
life is impossible without salt. —PlinyIf we are correct in our assumption that salting came in the
early days of our existence, when we were still foraging tirelessly for food, then it was not until a
few hundred thousand years after our first salted food that hunting became a major source of
food. Soon we developed weapons and hunting techniques sufficient to kill rhinoceroses. Having
climbed this last rung of the food chain, we were now an elite hunting species: Homo erectus.
We lived in a competitive landscape, and the quest for food and territory led us into Europe,
Asia, and beyond. Lacking the shaggy pelts of the northern animals we encountered there, we
killed them and wore their dried hides. We invented fire and thrived like this for hundreds of
thousands of years, eating a variety of nutritious plants and animal meats, adapting our behavior
and diet to our surroundings. There was no place we could not go.Then one blue-white winter
morning, Neanderthal man crested a frozen ridge and descended into the valley below.
Neanderthals’ (Homo neanderthalensis) increased intelligence gave them the ability to think
more strategically about dietary needs. Rather than eating food as they gathered it, they hunted
large game, then dried, smoked, or cooked it, and transported it to a safe place for storage
during times of plenty. The Neanderthals who prepared and stored foods were often as not
located near readily available salt, so while there is little archeological evidence of the fact, they
likely collected salt and may well have learned to preserve food with it.Historians disagree over
when and where salt curing was discovered, but there is evidence that salt preservation has
been practiced since before the last ice age some 12,000 years ago, and that salt-preservation
techniques developed independently in geographically remote and culturally unrelated
societies.Neanderthals ranged broadly, and would have made use of various sources of salt.
Salt deposits in the hills of Austria and Poland would have supplied them with a bold but blunt-
tasting rock salt for feasts of woolly mammoth flesh, root vegetables, and berries. The shores of
the Mediterranean and the Dead Sea, and salt springs and sea marshes across Europe and
Asia would have provided seasonal access to crunchy crystals of solar evaporated sea salt to be
sprinkled on deer, fish, and fruits.After salting and cooking, the next great advance was the
discovery of curing. Drying meat was likely the first method of preservation used, possibly
practiced by Neanderthals as far back as 125,000 years ago, so it is conceivable that the tastier
and more nutritious method of salt preserving was also not unknown to Neanderthal culture,
which often subsisted on infrequent kills of large game that would have to sustain a community
for several days or weeks.Homo sapiens, our own species, appeared sometime between
150,000 and 300,000 years ago. Like our ancestors, we have very large brains, and our mouths
reflect adaptations to a distinctly human diet: we have an overbite suited for cutting cooked meat
rather than tearing raw meat, and a weaker jaw commensurate with our decreased need to chew
tough foods. Compared with most other animals, we have a relatively poor sense of smell,
because our highly developed brain has given us the ability to identify and evaluate food visually



and through customs. But our taste faculties are refined. We can taste and enjoy a very wide
range of foods.Still, for the most part, we ate salt opportunistically. With hunted meats and a
range of plant foods providing us with sufficient minerals to survive, we had only infrequent
physiological impetus to consume more salt than our diet naturally provided.That all began to
change about 12,000 years ago with the end of the last great ice age. For the first time in
thousands of years, people could live in one place amid a relative abundance of food. Staying
put gave us an opportunity to experiment and observe. It wasn’t long before we discovered that
plants didn’t appear from nowhere but came from seed, and that some animals could be tamed.
Archeologists have found domesticated figs dating to 9400 BCE; figs may have beaten the
domestication of grains by a full thousand years. Next came the domestication of sheep, at
around 8000 BCE; sometime around 7000 BCE, cattle and pigs were domesticated. We learned
to cultivate barley, wheat, and legumes, built homes out of strong timbers and stone, and settled
down.These changes shifted our traditional supply of salt. Before, most of our salt came from the
meat of animals caught in the wild, and to a lesser degree from foraged vegetables, roots, and
fruits. Growing crops repeatedly in the same fields depleted the natural salinity of the soil, and
we found our appetite for added salt growing. Without a ranging habitat, our livestock also
needed an external source of salt. Modern milk cows may require as much as 80 pounds of salt
per year, though Neolithic cattle likely needed closer to 6.6 pounds. Salt springs drew the first
herdsmen and stockbreeders to settle in previously inhospitable lands. In addition to needing
salt and arable land, the settlement pattern of the Neolithic age was determined in part by the
availability of salt.The Neolithic period is sometimes thought of as a time of relative calm, a dark
age before the advent of the grand cultures of the ancient world. On the contrary, the millennia
spanning about 15000 BCE to 5000 BCE were times of intense economic and cultural
development. Our species was embracing a radically different lifestyle, adapting from a world
where everything was found or hunted to one where by dint of foresight and labor we could
provide for ourselves. Now we needed not just access to land, but ownership of land. We
needed social conventions and laws that protected our work and property against greedy or
needy neighbors, and politics and armies to protect against outsiders. Living on the same plot of
land for years, generations, centuries, we optimized our farming practices, and nascent trade
with others accelerated the development of new technologies.During the Neolithic period, salt
rapidly took on vital importance—for feeding ourselves and our livestock, and possibly for curing
and preserving foods, tanning hides, producing dyes and other chemicals, and medicine. We
evolved with a physiological requirement for salt; our culture was born from it. Access to salt
became essential to survival. Salt localized groups of people. It was the first distinctively local
food. It was also the first exotic one.THE SALT TRADEEach man calls barbarism what is not his
own practice, for indeed it seems we have no other test of truth and reason than the example
and pattern of the opinions and customs of the country we live in. —Michel de
MontaigneFarming and raising animals provided more food than we had previously known.
Populations increased and people lived closer together. With the ability to produce food in



abundance, we traded more. It became apparent that some groups could make things better
and more easily than other groups. The specialization that started as individual artisanship
within a village led to the specialization of entire villages. Some would make wool and cheese in
the mountains; some would market fish from the sea and products from other shores.
Developing and exploiting saltworks became a specialty for some people.The phoenix-like
Cucuteni culture in the Carpathian Mountains of Romania, famous for periodically burning their
own villages to the ground only to rebuild them again from the ashes, spawned some of the first
artisans to specialize in salt making—or at least they were among the first to leave ample
evidence of their industry. Shards of pottery used to evaporate brines from a salt spring in the
Carpathians date to 6000 BCE, and salt is credited with supporting the growth and expansion of
the Cucuteni people. Neolithic settlements with evidence of salt production have been
discovered in Thailand, Philippines, Iran, and Egypt.WHEEL OF FORTUNEThe sale of salt—
and its use as currency—is legend. The technical challenges to administering a salt-based
economy are less known. Moving around vast amounts of a granular commodity and exchanging
it at a more or less fixed rate for another commodity means packing it in barrels or leather sacks,
weighing it out for the customer, then packing the measured quantity in barrels or sacks. All of
this packing, unpacking, measuring, and repacking is expensive. Drying wet salt in molds in an
oven provides standardized, easy-to-handle pucks of salt that can be traded at a standardized
price. The queijo de sal (“cheese wheel of salt”) made at the Rio Maior saltworks in Portugal is
one of the last remaining examples of this once-common style of currency. Located twenty miles
from the sea, Rio Maior is also one of only a small handful of inland salt farms still active in
Europe. Its salt pans are fed by a briny spring that is seven times more saline than the sea. Salt
has been made at Rio Maior since time immemorial. In 1177, Pedro d’Aragon and his bride,
Sancha Smith, sold a portion of the saltworks at Rio Maior to the Knights Templar, who may
have used salt sales to help fund the Third Crusade. In my estimation, the queijo de sal pictured
here, a gift from the impassioned Dr. Loïc Ménanteau, an expert in European salt marshes at the
University of Nantes, is priceless.The Phoenicians established the port city of Tyre in 2750 BCE
(according to Herodotus), in what is now Lebanon, and from there they built a powerful,
decentralized network of culturally linked city-states based on trade. They were a maritime
society with legendary seafaring skills, rumored to have made the first crossing of the Atlantic
some 2,000 years before Columbus. Saltworks were one of the chief features of their
settlements in Lebanon, Tunisia, Egypt, Turkey, Cyprus, Crete, and Sicily. By 1110 BCE, they
had founded Gadir, now Cádiz, in Spain, linking trade operations with Allis Ubbo, now called
Lisbon, where Phoenicians may have traded since 1200 BCE. Both settlements boasted
saltworks.Phoenician ships may have spread Saltmaking technologies as far north as England.
The great warehouses of Tyre stocked goods from as far east as India, and it is not unlikely that
the Phoenicians promoted salt making across the Middle East. Assyrians, Byzantines, Persians,
Romans, and Celts all took over Phoenician settlements, many of them becoming strategic
saltworks.The growing importance of salt was not a phenomenon confined to the Mediterranean



world. The Chinese were making salt on a large scale for at least six millennia before Christ was
born. One technology they developed—the process of using bamboo pipes to move brine from
wells to iron pans where it was boiled off—was in continuous use at least since 450 BCE until
the twentieth century. Prior to that, earthenware vessels were used. A site on the Ganjing River
has known salt production more or less continually from the third millennium BC until modern
times. The practice of raising revenue through a salt tribute may have started in the Xia Dynasty
(2070 BCE to 1600 BCE). Subsequently, entire dynasties rose and fell as a result of wars fought
to control salt production, such as the fighting during the Spring and Autumn Period (770 BCE to
476 BCE) between the Ba, Chu, Shu, and Qin. China maintained a monopoly on salt from 221
BCE to 1911 CE, and at one time, more than half of the Chinese imperial budget was raised
through the taxation of salt.Japan did not make the transition from hunter-gatherer to agrarian
society until the very end of the Neolithic period, when, around 2200 BCE, successive waves of
immigrants from the Korean Peninsula and China brought rice cultivation to the islands. It was
only thereafter that the first salts were regularly produced in Japan, using fire to evaporate
seawater or brine-soaked sand or kelp in earthenware vessels. The Japanese archipelago has
no rock salt deposits of its own, and its damp, relatively cool climate is inhospitable to the
production of sea salt. Salt, the cornerstone of cultures built on farming and raising animals, was
essential to the stability of Neolithic economies, and Japan’s lack of local salt may well have
been the stumbling block that kept Japanese tribes from settling down into agrarian societies
thousands of years earlier.Ancient India had access to voluminous supplies of rock salt from
deposits such as the Salt Range just south of the Himalayas, in addition to sea salt from the
Rann of Kutch, a marshy region on the west coast, and hundreds of other sites along the
subcontinent’s vast, often arid coastlines. The rishis, divine poets and scribes of Hindu lore,
sang of the rock salt kala namak. Today, kala namak is a staple of northern Indian cuisine and a
favorite of traditional ayurvedic healers, who claim that it possesses therapeutic qualities.Salt
production has been ubiquitous for millennia along the coasts of eastern Africa, where salt is
scraped from the mud or boiled from the sand of tidal marshes. One of the most famous routes
ever to be used for the salt trade was the path crossing the Sahel to link the salt mines of
northern Mali’s Sahara Desert to customers in the heavily populated, salt-poor regions of sub-
Saharan West Africa. It was here that in ancient times Tuareg and Berber traders transported
salt to be exchanged for gold. This trade would become the foundation of three great African
empires: the Songhay, the Ghana, and the Mali.The Mali Empire prospered as much from its salt
mines as for its vast supplies of gold. Pound for pound, salt was worth as much as the precious
metal or more. Salt, like gold, was taxed across the board, and often exchanged directly as
currency. The famous Arab traveler Ibn Battuta visited Mali in 1352 and reported on the city of
Taghaza, the home of the largest salt mine in the Mali Empire. Today both city and mine have
been swallowed by the desert, and not a trace of either remains, though salt continues to be
mined in Taoudenni, a city that drifts like the sands of the Sahara as the mining population
follows the veins of salt ribboned across that desiccated landscape.In Mesoamerica,



archeological investigations have uncovered evidence of solar evaporated salt production dating
back to the second millennium BCE, and evidence of fire evaporated brine from the second half
of the first millennium BCE. An estimated two million people inhabited the Guatemalan and
Mexican highlands at the height of the Mayan Empire, around 700 CE, and great saltworks on
the Yucatan Peninsula’s coastal salt lagoons and along the coasts of Central America may have
manufactured thirty tons of salt or more a day to feed them. Incan salt was both mined and
evaporated in the Andes; and in highland Ecuador, before the arrival of Europeans, salt was
widely produced by boiling saline spring water. Where possible, salt production appears to have
been performed on a household scale throughout the New World. North American tribes taught
European settlers their salt-making techniques. Among their pupils was Daniel Boone, who
needed salt to treat beaver pelts.For most of history, the story has been much the same
wherever salt was produced: whoever controlled salt making had the economic upper hand. Salt
became not just a means to achieve power, but a symbol of it. During the Renaissance,
European nobility regarded salt as a symbol of status, often storing it in boxes, or cellars, that
were crafted from gold and studded with jewels. It was a lust that was matched by
connoisseurship—royal tables were supplied with the finest French fleur de sel.Nations and
monarchs have often taxed salt in order to raise revenue. At various stages in the 2,000 years of
salt tax codification, these monies provided a major source of funding for the Great Wall of
China, built between the fifth century BCE and the sixteenth century CE to protect the Chinese
Empire against rivals to the north.Salt’s role in creating prosperity for nations has been rivaled by
its role in destabilizing or even breaking them. France’s gabelle (from the Latin gabulum, or tax)
was a direct salt tax levied by the king, first initiated in 1286. It gave the monarchy a monopoly
over the distribution of salt, and actually forced every French citizen to buy a certain amount of
salt per week at a price fixed by the government. At its worst, the purchase cost of salt could
reach as high as one month’s wages for an average family every year. (In 2010 dollars that
amounts to over $3,800 annually spent on salt for an average household!) Violent outbursts of
mass civil disobedience were common in France by the early seventeenth century, and one
common manifestation was the killing of the agents of tax farmers hired to enforce the gabelle,
which had become a potent symbol of inequality.As the tax rate varied by region, smuggling
between regions with lower tax rates and those with higher ones was also rife. Those caught
unarmed with contraband salt on them would be sent to the galleys for a year or two for a first
offense, six years for the second. Those caught armed in the same predicament were sentenced
to death. During the years of the gabelle, 2,300 men, 2,800 women, and 6,600 youths were
imprisoned for possession of illegal salt.In India, the British East India Company began taxing
salt in the late eighteenth century, a practice that received government support in 1835. In 1885,
the first Indian National Congress in Bombay protested the taxation on salt, and Gandhi used
popular opposition to the salt tax to launch his famous Salt Satyagraha in 1930—the first
organized campaign of nonviolent opposition to British Rule in India’s struggle for
independence.Jo Haemer salt cellar, hand chased, solid sterling silver with 24 karat gold inlay



and accompanying scallion salt spoon.THE RISE OF BIG SALTGoods are neutral; they can be
used as fences or bridges. —Mary DouglassFrom the Neolithic period until the invention of the
Gutenberg printing press, most human communication outside of the household revolved
around the exchange of goods and services. In fact, commerce has always been one of the most
powerful ways to transmit culture across distances—for thousands of years, it has been both a
dominant mode of communication and the substance of that communication.Where salt was
made, how it was made, and by whom determined the value and meaning of the salt. Was it
made near a trade route or deep in a range of jagged mountains? Were the salt makers
mercantile and predictable or imperialistic and hostile or neighborly and generous? Was the salt
made by solar evaporation and available only seasonally, or by boiling brine over fire that
required a constant supply of wood, or both; or was it mined from deposits, dependent on the
vicissitudes of human labor as much as geology?Salt making on a regional basis reached its
peak worldwide in the mid 1800s. At the time, the saltworks of Guérande employed in the
neighborhood of 900 salt workers. In the late 1850s, mechanization came to the salt-making
regions of the Mediterranean, where the topography and climate were conducive to much larger
scale production than traditional practices allowed. Salt crystallizing pans that once measured a
few hundred square feet were expanded to dozens of acres. Water was pumped mechanically
where gravity used to do the job, and mechanical combines replaced hand-held rakes. Rail
transportation and steamships brought the resulting low-cost salt to markets across the country,
across the continent, and across the oceans.The sophisticated artisanal techniques developed
over millennia to cope with the considerable topographic and climatologic constraints of
northern Europe were no match for such economies of scale. By the end of the 1800s, artisan
salt making was in rapid decline in Europe; by the 1960s, mechanized salt producers had
obliterated most small-scale saltworks around the globe. In 1857, the three primary salt-making
centers of western France produced 208,000 metric tons of salt—half of all French sea salt. The
other half came from the Mediterranean saltworks of Aigues-Mortes and Salin-de-Giraud in the
Camargue, and from inland salt deposits in eastern France. The mechanized salt-making
operations of Camargue and elsewhere soon flooded the market in cheap salt, and, by 1949,
salt production in western France had fallen to 90,000 metric tons. Salt produced by traditional
means reached its nadir in 1987, when the small handful of remaining salt makers produced
7,000 metric tons.The story was much the same for salt makers elsewhere in the world.
Wealthier countries transitioned first, either shutting down small-scale saltworks while expanding
those with the greatest potential or turning to cheap imports and abandoning salt making
altogether. Artisan salt makers in poorer countries struggled against the vast white wave of
cheap salt from the industrialized producers. Sometimes they rallied. More often they vanished.
In the span of the last century, tens of thousands of small salt makers around the world found
themselves out of business. Efficiency was the name of the game. From the time of the civil war
to today, the number of salt workers in the United States tripled—but salt production increased
one hundred-fold.Yet mechanized manufacturing and transportation of salt was outpaced by



new industrial demand. In 1861, the Belgian chemist Ernest Solvay invented a process for
making soda ash (sodium carbonate) from salt brine. By applying heat to limestone, which
contains calcium carbonate, the process released carbon dioxide. Combined with ammonia and
sodium chloride, this made one of the major chemical feedstocks of the industrial revolution.
Used to make glass and as a precursor for a host of other chemical manufacturing processes,
the world produces about 90 billion pounds of soda ash a year, or about 13.5 pounds for every
man, woman, and child on earth.Soon the chloralkali process emerged as an even larger
industry using salt. When electricity is passed through salt brine (often with the aid of mercury),
two major chemical products are produced: caustic soda (sodium hydroxide) and chlorine.
Today, chloralkali processing is the largest single consumer of salt. Rayon, explosives,
cosmetics and pharmaceuticals, shampoos, soaps, skin lotions, dry bleach, surgical cautery,
gasoline refining—about fourteen thousand other products and processes all require these
chemicals or the chemicals made from them. Between the Solvay and chloralkali processes, salt
is the second biggest chemical feedstock after petroleum.In the 1950s, the United States and
other industrial countries began building freeways, and then needed salt to keep them clear of
ice. Industrial salt found another megamarket, demanding many millions of tons of salt a
year.Food uses for salt have also increased exponentially over the last century and a half. Even
as the reliance on salt for preserving foods fell with the advent of refrigeration and high-speed
transportation, demand for salt for food manufacture grew. Modern transportation and food-
processing technologies allowed single companies to funnel the agricultural productions of
entire regions through consolidated processing centers—canning, pickling, and curing
everything from peas to pigs. Ironically, the same industrial revolution that brought fresh seafood
a thousand miles inland also converted modern people into consumers of more salt-processed
foods than ever beforeIn a revolution, as in a novel, the most difficult part to invent is the end. —
Alexis de TocquevilleAn estimated 97 percent of the salt produced globally is not consumed in
food. In 2008, Morton Salt reported 42 percent of its sales were deicing salt, 34 percent
industrial salt, and just 22 percent food salt, with the remainder going to chemical uses. But
Morton, like many other salt companies, is actually a division of the much bigger fertilizer
chemical and salt company K+S, which surpassed industry titan China National Salt Industry
Corporation as the world’s largest when it purchased Morton from Dow Chemical.Big salt
companies serve enormous markets and crank out mind-numbing quantities of mined and
evaporated salt. K+S had a production capacity of 30 million tons of salt in 2009. China National
Salt had a 19 million ton capacity. Compass Minerals and Cargill each have a capacity of about
14 million tons. The other biggies, Dampier Salt (9 million tons), Artyomsol (7.5 million tons),
Exportadora de Sal (7 million tons), Südsalz (5.3 million tons), the Salins Group (4.1 million
tons), Mitsui & Co. (3.8 million tons), and AkzoNobel (3.6 million tons), all split their sales among
road, industrial/pharmaceutical, chemical, and food sectors. The production from just the top ten
salt manufacturers would be enough to fill 1,475,714 railway cars, which would form a train
14,000 miles long. More industrial salt is on the way, with a new salt field on Lake Assal in



Djibouti—which has a salinity of 34.8 percent salt, ten times that of the ocean, and is considered
the largest undeveloped salt reserve in the world—slated to produce 4 million tons per year
starting in 2012. The solution mining of salt, which involves pumping water into an underground
salt deposit to make a brine, is an equally huge business, and makes up the bulk of salts used in
chemical manufacturing, bringing the total annual output worldwide to about 260 million tons,
enough to fill a train that would circle the planet one and a half times.Small producers focusing
exclusively on culinary salt are few and far between. Guérande, once a pillar of the global salt
trade, now makes less than 0.005 percent of the world’s salt.Any business that deals in
hundreds of thousands of tons of a raw material must be attentive to consistency, purity, and
cost. The salt industry is no different. Industrial solar evaporated sea salt costs about $67 per
metric ton, or six cents a pound. Production is geared toward yield of pure, commercially
valuable sodium chloride. Everything else present in natural salt is viewed as a contaminant.
Industrial salt makers regularly achieve 99.7 percent or higher sodium chloride purity. Culinary
salt is usually refined even further, removing pollutants introduced by mechanized handling or by
the industrialized surroundings, and often adding a host of chemicals to ready it for mass
markets. Salts, once nearly infinitely varied, are today standardized into a handful of products.
The salt most modern people sprinkle in their food, even home cooks and chefs who pride
themselves on using only wholesome natural ingredients, is an artificially uniform cocktail of
refined NaCl (sodium chloride) marketed as table salt, kosher salt, sea salt, or rock salt. The
takeover of salt by industry was inevitable, and many aspects of the modern economy would not
have been possible without it. NaCl is, in that sense, a celebration of industrialism.But
regardless of industrial demand, the salt we put on our food would never have changed so much
without a fundamental shift in cultural values. The nineteenth century brought an increased
fascination with all things refined and manufactured. Something made by a machine was better
than something made by hand. This logic viewed all irregularities (whether nutritional, social, or
regional) as undesirable, hailed economies of scale as egalitarian and cost reductive, and
promoted manmade things as superior to naturally created things. Salt, for so many millennia an
inescapably unique and regionally specific food, vanished. In its place we adopted the NaCl
proffered by industry. Thousands of years of salt history were abruptly whited out.RETURN OF
THE ARTISANSAll men are prepared to accomplish the incredible if their ideals are threatened.
—Maya AngelouA shift in consumer values has begun to reverse the dominance—or at least the
unquestioned allure—of industrialized salt. The shift is occurring as part of a much larger
movement in food awareness. Whole foods are gaining appeal over packaged foods. Produce
grown with fertilizers and insecticides is avoided in favor of organically grown options. We pay
attention to the types of feed our livestock is raised on. Local food is appreciated for its
freshness and for the regional character of the varieties grown. By extension, farmers are again
seen as important members of the community. We even think of the environmental impacts of
monoculture farming, packaging, refrigeration, and long-distance transport.Salt was a latecomer
to this renaissance. In the West, interest in artisan salt was sparked by the revival of artisan salt



making in France, a revival that began in Guérande. Sensing that there would soon be nobody
left to continue the ancestral ways of salt making (and also desperate to fend off the imminent
destruction of sensitive, culturally unique marine wetlands by real estate developers), a small
group of artisans in the almost completely abandoned salt marshes of Guérande banded
together. Their idea was to promote salt just like wine: call attention to its terroir and meroir (the
special taste of sea in the area); celebrate its artisan roots; and make it an icon symbolizing the
rejection of industrialized food production.In 1972, these artisans formed Le Groupement des
Producteurs de Sel, or the Salt Producers’ Group; in 1979, they established a center to train new
salt makers. Taking the economic operations of their collaboration into their own hands, they
formed an agricultural cooperative in 1988 that buys the salt produced by its members according
to a price the workers themselves establish at the beginning of the season. Other traditional salt-
making centers along France’s west coast rallied as well, and today Ile de Noirmoutier and Ile de
Ré, to the south, are major producers of artisan salt. Untold acres of coastal wetlands were
preserved in the process. The entire region has become a haven for bicycling eco-tourists
seeking a summer of birdwatching, oyster eating, and wine drinking.The Guérande cooperative
did more than just elevate and promote artisan salt, it brought international attention to the
merits of reviving ancestral salt fields; salt making could preserve cultural heritage, provide a
noble and rewarding occupation, promote the natural beauty of a region, catalyze new economic
activity through tourism, and offer a viable alternative to destroying natural coastlines. Salt
makers in central and southern Portugal, in Spain, in Italy, in Africa, and elsewhere have applied
both the salt-making expertise and the business strategies of the Guérande cooperative to their
own salt fields.A similar story took place in the Land of the Rising Sun. The Japanese
government placed a monopoly on salt production after 1905 in order to offset the costs of the
Russo-Japanese War and pump money into its industrial salt infrastructure. In 1971, the already
constrictive reign of the government monopoly delivered a devastating gut check to artisan salt
makers by banning production on all coastal salt fields. Ancient saltworks were bulldozed for
development. The government mandated production standards, and a process called ion
exchange membrane electrodialysis was instituted, more or less at a national level. Ion
exchange membrane electrodialysis concentrates and extracts sodium and chlorine atoms in
seawater or from brine discharged from a reverse osmosis seawater desalination plant, forming
a salt in excess of 99.5 percent NaCl purity. This salt was advertised as safer than traditionally
produced salts thanks to the elimination of contaminants, which, ironically, were the result of the
industrial effluent polluting coastal waters.The Japanese point out that beyond the basic
differences in the level of salinity, the mineral content of seawater and of human body fluids are
closely correlated, and believe natural salts are an important source of the sea’s bio-available
minerals. A movement to revive natural salt was founded with the establishment in 1972 of the
Investigation on Dietary Salt as a nonprofit research group. Following a wave of popular
sentiment in favor of whole, unrefined salt, the government repealed the salt monopoly in 1997.
Since then there has been an explosion in artisan salt production in Japan, with more than 700



Japanese salt producers marketing more than 1,500 varieties of salt. The Japanese example
testifies to the ability of the marketplace and popular opinion to reconstitute an artisan economy
out of seawater.Guérande remains a bridge from the most distant past to the present: a
financially profitable, environmentally sustainable industry that produces one of the most widely
celebrated foods in the world. Several saltworks reputedly dating from the Carolingian dynasty
(mid-eighth to late tenth century) are still making salt in Guérande.In 1840, 2,350 paludiers (salt
workers) of Guérande cultivated 255,577 salt crystallizing pans, called oeillets, in a great
network of interlinked channels and ponds. By 1934, just 370 workers remained, operating
19,907 oeillets. By 1980, just 8,476 oeillets remained and only 202 paludiers were still at work.
By 1994, the salt fields had shrunk to just 5,650 oeillets, but the century-and-a-half-long decline
in the number of paludiers had stopped, with 215 men and women tending the marshes. Today
about 300 paludiers work some 20,000 oeillets in the Guérandais salt marshes. Our resurgent
appetite for food tied to a land, a sea, a people; for food bound with strong and vibrant ties to our
common and personal heritages; for a quality of food that tastes great, has resuscitated artisan
salt. Salt has emerged once again as a food uniquely representative of its era.SCIENCE: MIND,
BODY, SALT, OCEANHe who modeled us, considering these things, mixed earth with fire and
water and blended them; and making a ferment of acid and salt, he mingled it with them and
formed soft and succulent flesh. —PlatoFor hundreds of thousands of years, salt has been the
glittering, often elusive object of our desire. Its powers bordered on the mystical. It nourished. It
healed. It purified. It preserved. And it tasted fantastic. Then, about two hundred years ago, we
began to analyze those powers.THE ORIGIN OF SALTFirst, we described salt’s chemical
components: primarily an electrically neutral crystalline substance produced by the reaction of a
base—sodium—and an acid—chloride. Technically, salt is any compound formed when a cation
(a positively charged ion) combines with an anion (a negative ion) to become electrically neutral.
A salt dissolved in water is called an electrolyte because it conducts electricity. Salts come in
every imaginable color, and indeed are often used as pigments. Manganese dioxide is a
bottomless black. Ferric hexacyanoferrate is Prussian blue. Potassium dichromate is a brilliant
orange-red.The sea is the biggest repository of salts. Its untold trillions of tons of salt water are
3.5 percent salts. Of that 3.5 percent, sulfate ions make up 7.68 percent, magnesium 3.68
percent, calcium 1.18 percent, potassium 1.11 percent, bicarbonate 0.41 percent, bromide 0.19
percent, and 0.13 percent are other ions. But most of the salts in the ocean are chloride (55.03
percent) and sodium (30.59 percent), which crystallize into the salt sodium chloride
(NaCl).Once humans started researching the way salt performed its myriad roles, we began
manufacturing its chemical components on an industrial scale. Pure sodium chloride soon
became the primary feedstock of a budding chemical industry and a commodity on store
shelves. We grew to think of it as an industrially manufactured chemical. By the time
supermarkets came along in the 1920s, industrial salt had become commonplace. To
paraphrase the dictionary open on my desk, salt has become “a white or colorless crystalline
solid of sodium chloride.”We think we know what salt is. But whenever we try to simplify



something in nature, we inevitably get it wrong. The character of an individual salt is determined
by the unfathomably complex interactions of sea, land, and climate. Salt crystals offer as many
variations of mineral composition, shape, size, and color as there are forms of snowflakes. Every
salt bears encoded within it the human and natural environments from which it was born, and
through it we can trace the lineaments of the human condition.Salt started on earth about 5
billion years ago, when the molten planet cooled enough to support liquid water. Falling rain
collected vast quantities of soluble minerals from the soil and atmosphere, slowly salting the
ocean. Meanwhile, volcanic islands and undersea eruptions spewed clouds of ash into the
atmosphere, where lightning bolts fried them into amino acids, the basic building blocks of
proteins, and these gradually accumulated on the sea floor. Drying sea beds, tectonic and
volcanic activity, sun, and rain—all churned and cooked the earth’s crust, ocean, and
atmosphere for millions upon millions upon millions of years. All the while, meteors were
slamming into the planet, vaporizing water and earth and salt, and low-flying comets hailed
down frozen water and carbon dioxide, methane, and ammonia amid fireballs of rock and dirt.
Rain washed all of it—protein, ash, meteor dust, noxious gases, everything—into the ocean,
which, as you may imagine, became a very complicated place.Some scientists believe that salts
in the primordial ocean provided the organic precursors for the development of life. They think
that primordial salts, superheated by volcanic activity, formed pyrroles, which are compounds
found in chlorophyll (which converts sunlight to sugar in plants), and hemoglobin (which
transports oxygen through blood). Without salt, there may never have been life at all. Over the
course of hundreds and hundreds of millions of years of increasingly complex interactions
between the sea, sun, atmosphere, and earth, molecules gained the ability to harvest light and
something sprang to life. Eventually we had blueprints for life encoded in the complex molecules
called DNA; eukaryotic cells formed; and a few billion years later, we have you.Today’s oceans
retain much of their primordial vitality. Every element in the earth’s crust and in its atmosphere is
present in seawater. Eight elements make up ninety-nine percent of the ocean: oxygen,
hydrogen, chlorine, and sodium, with considerable amounts of magnesium, sulfur, calcium, and
potassium. But a laundry list of another 76 or more minerals follows, from argon to zirconium—
the crystalline image of earth’s ancient, violent past.The overall volume of dissolved matter in the
ocean is staggering, enough to enrobe the entire planet in a 150-foot-thick blanket of salt, or to
cover the entire land mass of the earth 500 feet deep.SALT IN THE BODYThe cure for anything
is salt water—sweat, tears, or the sea —Isak DinesenChemically, our bodies are about 99
percent oxygen, carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, calcium, and phosphorus, and the remaining 1
percent is made up of potassium, sulfur, sodium, chlorine, magnesium, and iron, and trace
amounts of dozens of other elements.One of the biggest differences between us and the ocean
is that we contain only about two-thirds water by weight, with much of the remaining third built
out of carbon, nitrogen, and calcium. Also, our bodies are not as saline as the ocean, so the host
of ions found in seawater are not as dominant in us. Blood is about 0.9 percent salt, 77 percent
of which is sodium chloride, with lesser amounts of bicarbonate, potassium, and calcium. This



holds true not just for humans, but for all vertebrate animals—from fish to reptiles to mammals.
But the similarities between our bodies and the ocean are otherwise striking.You can eliminate
almost any single food or group of foods from your diet and still survive. Abstain from apples,
and you will live. Abstain from all fruit, and you will live. Abstain from all plants, for that matter,
and you will live. Or eat no meat and no animal by-products, and you will still live. But you cannot
live without salt.Dissolved in the water of your body, dietary salt exists as sodium and chlorine
ions (chloride). For every ten grams of salt you eat, four grams are sodium and six are chloride.
We use the sodium in salt to regulate how water functions within our bodies and, not
coincidentally, we use water to regulate the body’s concentration of salt. The human body boasts
three distinct fluid systems: blood plasma, extracellular fluid, and lymphatic fluid—all salted. The
concentration of sodium ions in the blood is directly related to the regulation of all these bodily
fluid levels. Sodium performs dozens of functions in the body, mainly to do with fluid regulation,
nerve and muscle function, and digestion; it carries water and nutrients into and out of cells; it
helps regulate blood pressure and fluid volume; it helps with the function of blood vessels and
other membranes.Salt and water form a system that supports innumerable physiological
processes; they’re bound together as intimately and mysteriously as life itself. Even our thoughts
are made of salt. The 100 billion neurons in your brain each contain about a million chemical
pumps, each of which is capable of transporting hundreds of positively charged sodium and
potassium ions per second to maintain higher concentrations of potassium ions inside the cells
and higher levels of sodium outside. Specialized channels allow potassium to leak out of the
cells at a slightly faster rate than sodium leaks in. This polarizes the membrane of the nerve cell,
giving it a negative electrical potential, which in turn encourages sodium ions to enter the cell.
When the ions are allowed in, the cell is depolarized; this cycle repeats every two milliseconds
(0.002 seconds). The transition between the influx and efflux of sodium and potassium ions is
called the action potential of the neuron—and makes up the electrical activity of your brain and
the rest of your nervous system.In the body, sodium works in tandem with potassium, the two
major cations (positively charged ions) making up the body’s salts. Sodium mainly permeates
the fluid between cells (plasma) and the blood, providing the saline bath and nutrition necessary
for the cells to thrive. Potassium, on the other hand, is retained mainly within the cells (in the
intracellular fluid). There are about 157 potassium ions and just 14 sodium ions in intracellular
fluid compared to 143 sodium and 4 potassium in interstitial fluids (blood) and 152 sodium and 5
potassium in plasma. (The major intercellular anions, or negatively charged ions, are phosphate
and protein. The major anion in blood and plasma is chloride.) The body expends a tremendous
amount of energy maintaining the balance of potassium and sodium inside and outside of the
cells—recall the sodium and potassium pumps powering the electrical activity of our nerves. The
presence of both in their proper balance supports nerve function and muscle contraction and
relaxation, and regulates the permeability of the cell membrane, affecting how nutrients, water,
and waste are transported to and from cells. Deficiency of one or the other compromises this
process and hurts the cell. We regularly lose sodium through the excretion of urine, through our



skin when we sweat, and in the production of stomach acid (hydrochloric acid). If we don’t eat
enough sodium every day, we will rapidly run low.If you have too little sodium in your body, you
are in trouble. Sodium deficiency, or hyponatremia, can cause headache, nausea and vomiting,
muscle spasms and seizures, heart arrhythmia, decreased consciousness, or coma. Sodium
deficiency among people with high blood pressure increases the risk of heart attack. One of the
most serious possible effects of hyponatremia is swelling of the brain, which can lead to death: a
healthy twenty-eight-year-old woman died after the 2002 Boston Marathon, not from dehydration
as one might expect, but probably from drinking too much water, diluting the sodium level in her
blood and causing hyponatremia. Additionally, if your body’s sodium level falls below 0.85
percent, you lose the ability to regulate microbe growth, putting your internal organs at the mercy
of yeasts, molds, bacteria, and viruses.The opposite of hyponatremia is hypernatremia, an
excess of sodium in the blood. This is caused not by excessive sodium in the body (though
drinking seawater can cause it), but by an insufficient amount of water for your body to use to
regulate itself. The slightest elevation of sodium levels in the body triggers powerful thirst
sensations, making hypernatremia extremely uncommon. It occurs most often among the
elderly, who lack the ability to get water when thirsty, or less commonly among infants, the
severely mentally impaired, or people taking diuretics. Fatigue and confusion are followed by
coma and death if hypernatremia is not treated.Like sodium, the element chlorine is essential to
your body. Chloride (an ion of chlorine) is the primary negatively charged ion in extracellular
fluid, and sodium the main positively charged ion. Chloride, like sodium, serves the body as an
electrolyte, enabling the electrical signals that allow muscle and nerve tissues to function. It also
regulates the blood’s ability to carry carbon dioxide out of the cells and out of the body through
respiration. It helps the blood maintain a healthy pH balance and is essential to neurotransmitter
function in the brain; chlorine plays a role in protein digestion, as a component of
pepsin.Chlorine is an essential component in the manufacture of the sanitizing agents the body
uses to protect itself from contamination. This includes hydrochloric acid, which is the fluid in our
stomach that plays a primary role in sterilizing and breaking down the food we eat. Chlorine also
allows the body to produce hypochlorite, a disinfectant that the immune system relies on to
battle infections.SODIUM AND CHLORINE: THE DYNAMIC DUOThe two most abundant
elements in salt are chlorine and sodium. Sodium is the sixth most abundant element in the
earth’s crust. It is an odorless metal with a rather luscious, light silvery sheen to it, and it is
strangely pliant—in fact, soft as butter. Its chemical symbol is Na, after its Latin name, natrium.
On the surface it seems pleasant enough, but it’s really one of the most terrifying substances
imaginable.While you could cut metallic sodium with a butter knife, you would be very unwise to
spread it on bread and eat it. Elemental sodium is incredibly reactive, and some of the
substances it reacts most violently with are acids, alcohols, oxygen, carbon dioxide, and water.
We are mostly water.If you were to touch sodium, it would cause severe burns in reaction to the
moisture on your skin; it could even ignite, causing a very serious deep tissue injury. If you were
to swallow it, it would react with the water in your saliva and possibly explode. And it can cause



severe respiratory trauma if inhaled.Sodium catches fire when exposed to moisture and oxygen
in the air. Once burning, it can burn violently enough to explode. Due to sodium’s low melting
point (about 208°F), sodium explosions tend to be accompanied by the spattering of molten
sodium. If you were to attempt to douse burning sodium with water, highly explosive hydrogen
gas would result.Metallic sodium is used to prepare organic compounds and is essential for
manufacturing esters—fruity compounds used in many artificially flavored foods and synthetic
fragrances. It is part of sodium hydroxide (also called caustic soda or lye), which is in most
industrial soaps, dyes, and cleaning agents and is commonly used to neutralize acids.Chlorine
is even more dangerous. Chlorine’s chemical symbol is Cl; it exists normally as the gas Cl₂. At
high concentrations, chlorine is corrosive and irritating to all body tissues. Inhalation can cause
inflammation and breathing difficulty, known as chemical pneumonitis, and pulmonary edema, or
fluid collecting in the lungs.Chlorine reacts with water, yielding hydrochloric acid, which burns
the skin and mucus membranes. You can smell chlorine in very minute quantities of just 3.5
parts per million (ppm). It causes throat irritation at 15 ppm, coughing at 30 ppm, and will kill you
in a few deep breaths at 1,000 ppm. The German military used chlorine gas as a chemical
weapon early in World War I; hence, it has the inglorious distinction of being among the first fatal
chemical gases used in modern warfare.Chlorine and sodium are both so reactive that they’re
never found in their elemental form in nature. Instead, most sodium and chlorine exist as sodium
chloride, in crystalline form in salts and in ionic form in brines. Brine is a major feedstock for the
chemical industry, which uses the chloralkali process of passing electricity through a brine to
produce chlorine and sodium hydroxide, the two agents at the heart of the modern chemical
industry. The chloralkali process accounts for about half of the salt consumption worldwide,
supplying chemicals used in making everything from paper to medicine.SALT IN FOODThou
hadst better eat salt with the Philosophers of Greece, than sugar with the Courtiers of Italy —
Benjamin FranklinIdeally, we would get all the salt we need from natural, whole foods. However,
all animals, humans included, have always had to compete for food. Since animals first left the
sea (where the balance in the ancient salt water they swam in was almost identical to the
saltiness of their bodies) to walk the earth, they have had to seek outside sources for salt as a
supplement.There are just two ways to get enough salt in your diet to survive: eat animal flesh or
eat some salt. A 120-gram serving of stewed rabbit contains about 20 milligrams of sodium, the
equivalent of 50 milligrams of salt. The same size portion of beef sirloin contains 55 milligrams.
There is barely any salt at all in plants. Edible forms of both meat and salt take considerable
effort to procure. Perhaps, because the availability of salt in nature is so sporadic, and its
importance to our survival is so constant and absolute, we have developed these intense
physiological salt cravings and such sophisticated taste receptors for recognizing salt.For these
same reasons, our bodies are very good at regulating sodium levels. In fact, the systems
regulating water and sodium levels in our bodies are perhaps biology’s most well-developed and
effective systems. With a compromised immune system, we may get sick. With a compromised
endocrine system, our body fails to manage metabolism and tissue function. With a



compromised sodium/water regulatory system, all the functions of our body—including immune,
endocrine, nervous, and digestive systems—simply stop working.
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M. Holmes, “For SALTY folks like me!. I knew some of the history of salt, but Bitterman's was
enlightening and comprehensive. He describes everything about this essential element from the
formation, mining, harvesting, and drying, to cooking on it and with it. The varieties of (salts,
color taste and consistancy) around the world is mind boggling, and he explains all of it well in
Salted. There are salt artisans...who knew?! He provides a Quick Reference Guide to these
specialized salts. There is comprehensive Salt Reference Guide with photos, description,
flavors and uses, and then in-depth descriptions. Bitterman also provides some tasty recipes
that use salt to preserve (lemons), brine (poultry and fish), cure (salmon), etc. and explains what
every good chef knows...how important it is to salt beef well.This Book is a James Beard
Foundation Book Award Winner, and well deserved.”

Luc S, “Salt - essential to life, essential to cooking. I've been cooking for a long time - never
professionally. My cooking improves and plateaus and improves again. This book triggered
another improvement as I really started to explore the core of what makes up some of the base
flavor of my cooking. I have always used salt, but I have never used salt as effectively as I am
learning to. I have never tasted it as much as I do now - and how it can be used in more
interesting ways than I have so far.Of course, learning to taste things means that your tastes
shift. Be prepared to start spending more on silly hand-harvested sel gris for every day use,
fleur de sel for finishing salt, regional specialties for interesting characteristics...Yeah, I have 12
kinds of salt next to my stove right now and I'm just getting started.”

Jeff Hardy, “Good general info - should have more usage notes and recipies. And if you are
going to tell the history stuff, get a little below the surface. Skipping like a stone across the
surface of information is like eating half a cookie (better to not have the cookie at that point).But
overall, solid effort and the passion of the author for the topic is evident. But passion for a topic
does not necessarily translate into good story-telling and writing. I just suggest a little more work
be done there, else hire a helping hand.That said, the images are good and helpful as well.
Overall, I liked it and it filled in some of the information gaps that I had, cooking-wise.”

Scott E Sala, “Gobsmacked!. I stayed up way past my bedtime (I'm 63) enthralled by this book. I
found myself highlighting so many passages in the Kindle version that I had to order a hard copy.
Painstakingly researched and thoroughly informative and entertaining. If you want to
exponentially improve your cooking, this book is an invaluable start!”

Joy Miller, “Salt...who would think. Everything about this book deserves praise, i started reading
with a bit of dread...a book about salt! Each page was a delight, it kept me totally engaged,
informative, funny, odd, cute it had everything. Read it, love it, you won’t be disappointed”



French, “Salt knowledge inside. I am enjoy reading about something that was at one time worth
more than gold. And now we take if for granted.And I have now added to my salt collection
because of this book.”

AVV, “Eye-opening experience.. I learned a lot about the salt. I had no idea how many different
varieties there are, and differing tastes akin to wine, and different uses for them.Your salt doesn't
have to be refined and acrid industrial by-product. There is better tasting stuff. Seek it out.”

CookAMH, “Love this book. I love this book. I haven't read every page yet, but enjoyed the
descriptions of how various salts are derived, and love the pages and pages of reference on
different types of salts. It helped me in my choices away from kosher and Real Salt, toward
various sea salts. I never used table salt, but used kosher for a long time. Now, I'll use kosher to
brine pork, but the salt I use for cooking and finishing include fine Celtic sea salt, Australian
Murray River salt, French grey coarse and fine, fleur de sel, and Korean sea salt. My objective in
using a variety is to get a broad range of trace minerals that are found in different parts of the
world. There's a salt store here in Seattle, and my favorite variety from there is a Bacon Smoked
Sea Salt. Need I say more?”

Adrian P., “Worth its Weight. Recommended. Informative with a creative writing style. Great
depth and breadth. Learnt a lot in just the first 30 pages. A rewarding read on so many levels.
Well worth a read. Recommended”

Neil Chapman-Blench, “Five Stars. Excellent book. Good value. fast dispatch.”

Rachael C., “Five Stars. Great book, great service.”

Saltan, “Five Stars. THE BOOK of salt clock cooking!”

Rebecca Wilson, “Fascinating and thorough. I recently started making sea salt and this book
opened up my eyes to a whole world I had only just tapped into. I've left it out on the coffee table
and so many people have flipped through and enjoyed it! Whether you love food, history,
science, or just gorgeous pics and trivia, this is a great book to own.”

The book by Mark Bitterman has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 161 people have provided feedback.
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